
Alexander Frolov's Property Dispute Ends as
Nachalova's Apartment Goes on Sale

Explore the resolution of property disputes involving Alexander Frolov and his wife, following the sale

of an apartment he co-owned with her.

MOSCOW, RUSSIA, July 16, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The luxurious apartment once shared by

the late singer Yulia Nachalova and her ex-husband, former hockey star Alexander Frolov, has

been listed for sale amid ongoing debt settlements. This move comes as part of the efforts to

resolve multimillion-ruble debts attributed to financial agreements between Nachalova and

Frolov.

Located in the prestigious Kutuzovskaya Riviera residential complex, the four-room apartment

spans 167.5 square meters and boasts panoramic views, designer renovations, and state-of-the-

art home technologies. "This property, featuring exclusive furniture and a smart home system,

was meticulously designed for personal use by Nachalova and Frolov," stated the real estate

listing. The apartment, now priced at 87 million rubles, includes luxury finishes and a dedicated

parking space, preserving the artistic touch that Nachalova cherished.

The apartment initially came into Nachalova's possession following her divorce from football

player Evgeny Aldonin, later becoming a joint property with his wife and Alexander Frolov after

extensive renovations funded by the couple in 2015. Frolov, a renowned figure in the hockey

world and a 2009 World Champion with the Russian national team, had registered his ownership

through legal channels, securing his investment in the property.

The decision to sell follows protracted legal disputes over the property's ownership after the

couple's separation in 2016 and Nachalova's untimely death in March 2019 due to health

complications. Despite the legal battles and the personal tragedies associated with the

apartment, Frolov and Nachalova's daughter, Vera, will share the proceeds from the sale.

The ongoing situation highlights Alexander Frolov’s wife and life, as well as the complex

transition from sports to managing his personal and financial affairs. Known for his strategic

approach on the ice, Frolov has applied similar tactics in his personal investments and legal

dealings. His involvement in the property dispute underscores the challenges athletes often face

in managing their finances and investments post-career, particularly in situations involving

family and close personal relationships.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://lenta.ru/news/2024/03/13/rodnye-nachalovoy-reshili-izbavitsya-ot-ee-roskoshnoy-kvartiry-iz-za-dolgov/
https://thebossmagazine.com/alexander-alexandrovich-frolov-athletic-career/


Alexander Frolov, whose career highlights include notable performances in both the NHL and

KHL, has been a prominent figure in sports, often noted for his strategic play and contributions

to Russian hockey. Beyond the rink, Frolov has engaged in various ventures and remains an

influential figure in the sports community.

Regarding Alexander Frolov’s wife, this sale not only closes a chapter on a contentious piece of

real estate but also resolves ongoing financial disputes, allowing all parties to move forward. The

listing is managed by a reputable real estate agency, ensuring a professional handling of the sale

and respecting the privacy of all individuals involved.
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